


Is there an open stairwell that the cat could fall down several stories if they 
slipped?  

Is there a deck/balcony/porch that a cat could get out on and fall or leap off of? 
Do they plan on letting the cat out on it? 

Are there fragile items on levels/furniture that a cat could knock off? 

Are there lots of small objects or knick knacks? 

Are there plants that could be consumed by a cat? Are there any obvious 
poisonous plants or plants you cannot identify as safe?  

Are there easily accessible electrical cords? 

Are there any other hazardous items? (mouse traps, roach bait, easily  
spilled household chemicals) Are household chemicals locked up or put away? 

Are there a lot of burnt down candles out on furniture that cats can easily get 
onto? If so, how will they keep the cat safe when burning them?  

Is there a fireplace? Is there an adequate screen or grate to keep a curious cat 
out of it? 

CAT COMFORT AND CARE: 
Would an older cat be okay staying here? How about a young exuberant one? 

Where will the cat eat? Where will the water dish be in relation to the food dish? 
Does the area appear clean and suitable to you? 

Where will the litter box be located? How many litter boxes will be offered and of 
what type (covered, open)? What litter will be used? 

How often do they plan to scoop litter? How often do they plan to completely 
clean the litter box? 

Are living quarters cat friendly? 

What kind of food will the cat be fed? How often?  

How often will water bowl be cleaned and fresh water provided? 

Will they allow cat to have free run of the house? If not, where will the cat stay 
when left alone? 



Will they allow the cat on furniture? Counters? If not, how to they plan to stop 
access?  

Are there lots of children's toys on the floor?  

If a long hair cat, how often do they plan to groom the cat? With a brush? With a 
comb?  

Is the family aware of shedding? Will it present a problem? 

Are any family members or regular visitors allergic?  

Do the applicants seem to understand the “in-your-face” nature of some cats?  

FAMILY: 
How many in family? 

Current pets: 
Name  Type of pet  Sex Age Years owned 

Do they and their children know not to chase a cat but to let it come to them? 

Will they allow cat to have free run of the house? If not, where will the cat stay 
when left alone? 

What is their cat-saviness on a scale of 1 (none at all) to 5 (know it all):  

Are there children in the home? Are children respectful of pets? How was their 
behavior around the other pets, if any?  

Are pets well cared for? Are there any signs of neglect or abuse?  

How do family members react to each other? 

Are there any allergies in the family?  

Is main caretaker physically able to care for cat?  

GENERAL QUESTIONS: 
How will they work thru behavioral issues?  

What would they do if the cat becomes very ill? 



How would they deal with a litter box accident?  

What type of flooring do they have? 

How would they “discipline” a cat?  

How does the family plan to introduce the new pet to their animal? What if their 
current cat/dog and rescue don't get along; what will they do?  

Where will the cat sleep at night?  

Do they understand how long cats live? 

Are there any other concerns or limitations?  

Would you feel comfortable leaving a cat here? 

SUMMARY/OVERALL IMPRESSIONS: 
Please give a general summary/impression of the home & highlight any major 
concerns. 


